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Social capital focuses on the personal relationships and networks that each of us has and how we use them. For many human service program managers, social capital may be key to reaching program goals. In fact, whatever your role in the organization, your skill at helping participants build and benefit from their own social capital may in some cases be as central to your program’s success as securing funding.

This handbook offers you the opportunity to better understand the concept and value of social capital, explore a constellation of guiding principles that underlie social-capital-related work, and implement some specific practices to help your program participants build and use social capital to improve their future through potential reductions in poverty, increases in employment, and improvements in well-being.

What Is Social Capital?

Social capital refers to connections, networks, or relationships among people and the value that arises from them. It can be accessed or mobilized to help individuals succeed in life. It provides information, emotional or financial support, and other resources. Examples of ways to build social capital include being part of faith-based networks, participating in mentoring, and engaging in peer support. It also increases levels of trust, which can allow people to more easily work together to achieve shared goals. While we focus on positive social capital, social capital can be negative if it reinforces existing networks that exclude individuals who are already isolated or marginalized.

How to Use This Handbook

This handbook was developed as a go-to resource for human services program managers and key frontline staff. Building on what we found in over a year of study, we present practical ways to implement findings from the experiences of programs that have a strong emphasis on social capital. We hope to illustrate innovative strategies in which tapping into the value of relationships and networks can help programs achieve their goals.

This handbook explains the different types of positive social capital that programs seek to build and explores related emerging principles and practices. It also provides tools and information that can be used to develop and leverage individualized social capital. The practice sections include specific program examples and worksheets with questions for managers to ask themselves.

How Did We Develop This Handbook?

To develop this handbook, we gathered information in a variety of ways: engaging a panel of national experts for interviews and focus groups, conducting a national scan of notable organizations that use social capital, and visiting agencies in person and conducting phone interviews with human services programs that use social capital strategies. Throughout our work, we continued to review new literature to ensure that this handbook reflects the most current thinking at the time of publication.
The following are some ways to use this handbook to help your organization intentionally and effectively engage in social-capital-based efforts.

STEP 1: If possible, consider forming an implementation team and use the handbook as a guide for discussions and action.

- Decide whom you need on your team and work with them as partners.
- Include current and former program participants on your team when possible. They can help you understand how and why relationships work to support program outcomes.

STEP 2: If your team is unfamiliar with the concepts underlying the term social capital, review the basics outlined in the following sections with your staff, program participants, and other stakeholders.

- Understand how social capital can contribute to your program’s success. You may already work hard to facilitate useful relationships, and yet you may have never used the term social capital. That’s fine, because this handbook will help you and your colleagues develop a shared understanding of the concept. It focuses on the most relevant concepts in the research.
- Discuss these concepts with your team and how they might fit your program’s context. Try to get everyone in the organization on the same page about these concepts.

STEP 3: Consider the emerging practices detailed in this handbook and review the examples to see which ones may be most relevant for your organization.

- Review the emerging practices to understand the wide range of ways organizations directly use and build participants’ social capital. Even if some do not fit immediately within your program, they may be options for the future or may inspire new ways of thinking about how you do your work now.
- Assess how you are already building and using social capital as well as what you are hoping to achieve through these efforts for the people you serve.

STEP 4: Review the worksheets throughout the handbook. For each emerging practice, we have included a short worksheet for you to consider. These worksheets may help you in thinking about whether and how to use these suggestions in your organization.
The Value of Relationships and Networks in Mobility and Well-Being

Social capital, or the connections, networks, and relationships among people and the value they provide, can be used by executive directors, managers, and frontline practitioners in human services programs. For decades, researchers have explored how relationships impact people’s personal and professional success, and many practitioners instinctively look to relationships as a strategy to support program goals.

Forming relationships is a fundamental part of being human. Our relationships create a support structure and opportunities to grow and improve in our circumstances. For that reason, human service organizations consider relationships and social networks, along with other assets such as funding or buildings, as resources to be nurtured, developed, and implemented to help improve the health, well-being, and economic circumstances of our communities.

This thinking is supported by research indicating that the more we connect with others, the more we trust them and the more we can work together effectively to reach shared goals.

Important Concepts in Social Capital

Each person has valuable relationships, or social capital, that can be built and used as a resource. Also, social capital held by different individuals can be combined and used to achieve the goals of a group. These relationships allow individuals and groups to communicate, collaborate, and build financial capital, human capital, and other resources. Think of it like this: To be successful, most workers will need to go beyond their education and training to rely on others who will inform, correct, and assist them along the way. In other words, it’s not just what you know but who you know.

**Bonding, Bridging, and Linking**

People need different types of relationships for different types of support. In practice, it is not always clear what type of social capital a person or organization is building, and practices and relationships can fall into multiple buckets. However, social capital experts generally divide these relationships into three types of social capital: bonding, bridging, and linking.

- **Bonding social capital** refers to relationships built among individuals with similar characteristics, experiences, or group membership ("people like me").
- **Bridging social capital** refers to relationships built among individuals, communities, or groups with differing background characteristics or group membership ("people different from me").
- **Linking social capital** includes networks and organizations that provide connections across power dynamics, giving access to more resources (individuals or institutions in positions of power).

**Did You Know?**

Twenty-seven percent of formerly incarcerated individuals who are looking for a job can’t find one. Bonding social capital can increase the chances of finding and successfully obtaining employment, which in turn promotes economic mobility and reduced recidivism.
Reciprocity and Trust

Reciprocity, or the ability to exchange something of value, is important to social capital development. People may exchange tangible things, such as ride shares to basketball practice or information about an available job, or intangible things, such as emotional support. Practicing reciprocity requires trust. People share and act on information about opportunities because they trust the source or recipient.

An assumption of shared values comes from the connections in a relationship. A mentor will vouch for a young person to a potential employer only if there is a level of trust in the mentee. Similarly, mentees need to trust that their mentors would not steer them to places where they could not be successful.

Individual and Organizational Social Capital

Individual social capital refers to the value of relationships that individuals can use for their own benefit. In addition, people who are connected to organizations may also have social capital that comes from the accumulated social capital of those organizations. This is organizational social capital. For example, a neighborhood school may have built strong relationships with other community providers in the area. A student at the school may benefit from the value of those relationships.

Social Capital May Offer an Opportunity for Improved Outcomes

The effects of social capital are difficult to capture, and we don’t typically have evidence that links a particular social capital practice directly or causally to a long-term outcome. However, the overall body of research consistently shows important benefits related to social capital, such as individuals with higher levels of social capital being happier and finding better jobs. For example, increased levels of trust in a community are related to people reporting better health, meaning healthier communities often also report higher levels of social capital. As another example, one study indicates that individuals with higher levels of social capital may have a lower chance of overdosing on opioids.

Research also connects social capital to the economic well-being of communities. Social capital networks help people access resources that protect against economic hardship. Workers who used social networks to search for jobs found jobs with higher wages compared to those who didn’t. Likewise, activities that build social capital may help low-income young adults aged 16–24 who are disconnected from education or the labor force acquire networks and skills that can lead to meaningful career pathways. Building social networks for low-income individuals can increase connections to institutions, such as those in higher education, that are essential for upward economic mobility. In combination, these individual benefits can strengthen communities over the long term.

In addition to improved health outcomes and socioeconomic prospects, investment in social capital has been found to be related to lower crime rates and safer neighborhoods in some instances. A Boston study revealed that nonfatal stabbings were significantly lower in areas where a higher percentage of people trust their neighbors. Another study on low-income housing in New York found that increased levels of social capital were related to a reduction in crime.
Principles Undergirding Social Capital Approaches

Our work suggests that before individual practices can be implemented, organizations and programs should be grounded in certain principles. These can be referred to as ideas, convictions, or values, and they form the foundation of social-capital-based approaches. Program staff, and ultimately participants, can use this handbook as an opportunity to become familiar with, understand, and institute these principles to the extent they aren’t already doing so.

People at the Center

Many social capital programs we studied explicitly aim to center individuals or families by viewing participants as the experts, inviting them to drive the goals and services, and using staff as facilitators and supporters instead of directors. These programs also try to understand how trauma may impact participant engagement and rapport development. When participants are listened to and given the autonomy to help drive the process, they may be more likely to feel cared for, respected, and able to develop trusting, reciprocal relationships with each other and with program staff and volunteers.

Relationships as Assets

Generally, staff and participants of successful social-capital-based programs consider social capital a critical asset. It can be as important to the work as the organization’s building or bank account. Thus, program leaders seek to build, nurture, leverage, and monitor social capital.

Staff and Participants as Partners

Some of the programs we reviewed provide participants with the agency to use the program’s structure and scope in ways that work for them. One way to do this is to put participants and staff or volunteers on equal footing, attempting to minimize any sense of an uneven power dynamic. In such an environment, participants feel empowered to set their own goals and to take the lead in developing a plan to achieve them.

Cultural Competence

Programs that embody cultural competence promote positive and effective interactions with diverse cultures through a set of attitudes, perspectives, behaviors, and policies. Implementing cultural competence can be quite challenging for human services agencies, as staff and volunteers may have very different lived experiences and cultural backgrounds from program participants. Nonetheless, cultural competence is a vital principle of any program that significantly values social relationships.

Emotional Intelligence

Some organizations we examined screen for emotional intelligence in their hiring processes or provide ongoing emotional intelligence training for staff or volunteers. Emotional intelligence involves the capacity to effectively navigate emotions and use them to improve, rather than hinder, decision-making. It can lead to stronger bonds and trust (for example, by naming our emotions or accurately recognizing others’ feelings). Emotional intelligence helps us navigate sensitive interactions, so it can be a particularly important quality for staff and volunteers.
Emerging Practices in Social Capital Approaches

The following emerging practices are frequently used for developing social capital in the human service organizations we reviewed. The practices are considered emerging—not best or promising—given that they are not based on rigorous evaluations. Our findings, synthesized from a national program scan, an expert panel, case studies, site visits, and a literature review, are described briefly below and in more depth in the sections that follow.

**Peer Groups**

Peer-group or cohort approaches can help program participants share experiences, build stronger networks, and develop more personal relationships. Group members may tend to provide more encouragement, feel more accountable to each other, and, in at least some cases, sense increased progress toward their goals.

**Meaningful Engagement**

The programs we examined generally use longer-term, meaningful engagement to build trust and stronger communities of support. Through such engagement, participants build positive, reciprocal relationships that improve individual and community outcomes. The quality and intensity of relationships seem to be more important than the duration of those relationships.

**Leveraging Organizational Relationships**

Service providers’ relationships with other community organizations may open doors for program participants, allowing them to more easily build their own one-on-one bridging or linking connections. Organizational relationships may also reinforce organizational accountability, as administrators seek to protect their personal or organizational connections by ensuring that program participants are well-prepared.

**Technology**

Some programs use technology as a tool to help build community among the people they serve, such as youth, or as a means to easily communicate with and support peer participants by, for instance, facilitating parents’ coordination of child care or rides to school. Other programs use technology to work with participants, or they enable participants to use technology directly. For example, an online journal about how participants have helped others and what they have received in return reflects how they build and use social capital through trusting and reciprocal relationships.

**Using Data to Inform Decisions**

Most programs we examined are attempting to employ stronger data practices to inform social-capital-building activities, regardless of their current capacity for doing so. Organizations are also using data on social capital to communicate results to funders and community members, and some use data to determine the most effective aspects of their social capital programs.

**Fostering Opportunities for Organic Connections**

Organizations purposefully use tools such as physical space, events, and program structure to facilitate the development of organic personal connections. Whether in the form of structured group interactions or more casual mingling or introductory opportunities, this type of engagement can include everyone from peers to board members, from volunteers to meal delivery drivers.
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**Qualified Individuals or Alumni in Programming and Staffing**

Intentionally hiring former participants and others with similar life experiences as participants can enhance the authenticity of social capital programs. This shared history allows participants to more easily develop trust and rapport with program staff. It can also reinforce participants’ confidence in their ability to build social capital by providing them a safe environment in which to start doing so.

**Emphasis on Accountability**

Explicit written or verbal agreements or commitments about the nature of a programmatic relationship may offer greater clarity and accountability regarding expectations for each person and for interactions. These agreements do not mandate but clarify the relationship. Accountability is mutual and requires program buy-in. Because some participants have experienced repeated broken commitments in their lives, it is especially important for organizations to fulfill their side of any agreement.
Practices in Action

Our research suggests that social capital can play a vital role in program success. We have identified the emerging practices below as useful ways to build and leverage social capital. For each practice, we provide a description of the relationship between that practice and the different types of social capital—bonding, bridging, and linking. We also emphasize certain key points and considerations for using these practices and present sidebars that illustrate how different programs across the country are implementing them.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to building social capital in a human services program. Every program is different, with a different context and with different values and goals. Staff, program managers, and directors know best the population they are trying to serve. This handbook sets out some of the emerging practices, suggests options to consider when thinking about what might work for you, and provides resources and activities to help you find the best fit for your program and participants.

Peer Groups
Case studies, site visits, and expert consultations revealed that using peer groups or cohorts can provide support to and foster accountability among participants. When peers work together, each person’s individual network and social capital becomes part of a larger network, ideally forming a peer-based safety net and resource web. In this way, individual agency and social capital are also enhanced.

In determining whether or how to use this emerging practice in your program, consider the following aspects of implementation.

**Size**
To be successful, peer groups are often small enough to allow participants to become meaningfully acquainted. A manageable size will help group members notice when someone is missing or not speaking and feel somewhat accountable to their peers. On the other hand, successful groups are typically large enough that individuals do not feel “under the microscope,” intimidated or pressured to disclose.

**Facilitation**
In some programs that we studied, peer groups had facilitators. These facilitators typically possessed a skill set that included knowing how to keep discussions on track, when to lead and when to have participants lead, and how to help participants set shared group norms and goals. It also seems to work well when the facilitator, if there is one, can relate to participants. With the right training and skills, peers, such as current or past participants, can make excellent facilitators.

**Frequency and Structure**
Peer groups often meet regularly (for example, weekly or monthly), and it is often preferable to have consistent membership. While some programs have peer groups whose membership evolves over time, many try to develop “cohorts” so that the same individuals regularly meet with each other, strengthening the bonds that develop among them. This consistency can build reciprocal relationships in which participants learn from, draw strength from, and feel personally responsible to others. These relationships can make participants active and empowered group partners, committed to achieving shared goals.
How peer groups build . . .

**Bonding social capital:** Using peer groups in programs is ideal for building bonds between people in similar circumstances. Each person brings knowledge, experience, and personal social networks of family and friends to the table. Similar circumstances may imply similar needs and assets. Cultivating one-on-one and peer-group relationships over time, through regular interaction and shared experiences, fosters the development of trust and the sharing of personal assets. Group members can participate in reciprocal activities that help each other “get by” or achieve economic mobility, such as babysitting or home repairs.

**Bridging social capital:** As bonds between individual group members develop and grow, it may become apparent that, while peers are similar in some respects, they also are different in others that may have important implications for the types of networks they can access. For example, a peer group of parents at a Head Start center may include parents who work in different job sectors and can provide connections across these diverse networks.

**Linking social capital:** Peer groups may include members with connections to individuals or organizations in positions of power. For example, a judge or lawyer may be a member of a peer group for individuals in recovery from substance use. That person could link other group members to legal supports to help them address any related criminal justice issues.

---

**Agenda**

Depending on the program goals and participants, peer groups may have a formal or informal agenda. In some cases, an official curriculum is used; in others, participants play a stronger role in deciding the focus. A formal approach may be more predictable or easier to administer and monitor, while a more organic approach may provide increased flexibility to address issues of highest concern and interest to participants at a given time. Either type of agenda may meet the needs of participants with some form of shared experience or situation, such as those who are reentering their community after prison release, are experiencing single parenthood, or belong to working families that have children in the same early care and education setting.

**Composition**

Peer groups consisting of at least some members who already have an existing positive relationship with each other may more easily facilitate relationship-building throughout the group. On the other hand, if those existing bonds are too strong, they might make it difficult for others to connect.

**Accountability**

In the programs we studied, participants routinely cited accountability to other participants as one of the greatest benefits of peer groups. When peers develop sufficient levels of trust and reciprocity among each other, they are more willing to hold each other accountable for achieving goals. Accountability mechanisms may be fairly formal (written down, for example) or somewhat informal (discussed as a group, for example). Group participants are typically accountable to themselves and to each other, and not to externally imposed rules.

---

**Emerging Practices in Action:**

**Connections to Success** is a mentoring and self-sufficiency program based in the St. Louis and Kansas City metropolitan areas. Its goal is to provide lifelong mentoring for its participants. Ten to fifteen individuals engage as a group in 60 hours of intensive professional-development training over two weeks. Highly interactive activities and discussions about personal aspirations and struggles create strong bonds between members and a sense of a shared journey. This peer bonding is maintained after the training with weekly family-focused connection groups that include dinners, games, and child care.

**Family Independence Initiative–Detroit (FII-Detroit)** is part of a nationwide organization that uses social capital practices to help low-income families become more self-sufficient. In its economic-mobility program, low-income families form cohorts of six to eight people, often with some who are family or already friends. For two years, the cohort holds monthly meetings in which members discuss goals and struggles and hold each other accountable to previous commitments. Based on families’ feedback, FII-Detroit is also shifting its online UpTogether platform so that members can form small groups on their own, without in-person, staff-based enrollments. Groups will be able to access interactive digital tools for sharing social support and practical resources to help each other reach their goals and connect with other groups across shared interests or geography. In this strengths-based social network, groups connect with each other to share the robust resources they already have in their relationships.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Planning and Implementing Peer Groups

Although the preceding pages include information on how other programs have approached building social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or expand use of this practice to improve individual outcomes in your program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do your program participants share a common set of characteristics, experiences, situations, challenges, and/or goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given the above, could peer groups help participants better achieve their goals? To what extent? How would the successful use of peer groups relate to your program’s overall mission?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which staff roles or individuals might be best suited to facilitating a peer group? Are there current participants who might be interested and successful in this role with the right training?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What group size would be large enough for participant groups to include diverse perspectives and resources but small enough to facilitate strong interpersonal bonds?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking into account participant schedules, priorities, time needed to progress toward goals, and other relevant factors, how frequently should groups meet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent should the group have consistent membership, even if not everyone can attend every meeting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is your objective to use the peer group to build bonding capital, bridging capital, linking capital, or some combination of these? How does that affect the way you structure the group?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How might your program help a peer group set its own rules, structure, schedule, and content?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meaningful Engagement

Social capital involves creating trusting connections—for example, between program participants and members of the community. Organizations can try to encourage participants to maintain this engagement. Through time and energy, this investment in social capital connections will ensure that individuals continue to benefit from these relationships.

The programs we studied use several strategies to improve the quality of participants’ relationships with each other and program staff.

Longevity of Relationships

Long-term engagement can greatly enhance meaningful relationships. Many of the programs we examined engage participants for at least a year. However, such long-term engagement may not be appropriate for every program. Some shorter programs may provide opportunities for a greater number of or for more intense relationships, and others may informally encourage relationships after the formal program ends.

Frequency of Meetings

While there is no standard frequency for how often a group or pair should meet, frequent interactions can allow connections to develop. However, success is not measured solely by how often individuals or groups meet. Rather, the interactions themselves must be meaningful enough to increase trust and encourage connections, and they must be organized in a way that will enhance program outcomes.

Alumni Engagement

Programs can intentionally encourage relationships to continue informally after participants formally leave a program. Some groups keep meeting for years, building relationships that evolve and continue to be valuable as group member needs evolve. An example would be an annual dinner for all current and former program participants.

Emerging Practices in Action

Thread, a Baltimore, Maryland nonprofit, uses social capital approaches with high school students with opportunity and achievement gaps to help them succeed. The students are matched with volunteers and remain in the program for 10 years—all the way through high school and 6 years thereafter.

Roca Inc. relentlessly stays in the lives of high-risk young men and young mothers aged 17–24 for 4 years, providing them with unconditional love, consistency, and safety when they need it most. Roca supports young people through setbacks and challenges them to think differently and choose life consciously. With a cognitive-behavioral-theory intervention that meets them on the streets or in classes, Roca helps young people develop life-saving emotional skills to deal with trauma and practice them when life gets rough. And when they’re ready, Roca teaches them job skills to live a stable life. Roca is specific about whom it serves and has also expanded, having five different sites in Massachusetts and its first out-of-state replication in Baltimore, Maryland.

How meaningful relationships build . . .

**Bonding social capital:** Programs can try to create opportunities for meaningful engagement between participants and others with similar backgrounds, such as alumni. *These efforts can create bonds among those who have similar histories with program engagement or other experiences.*

**Bridging social capital:** Individuals or groups with different backgrounds or experiences can build meaningful relationships and help each other tap into new and diverse networks.

**Linking social capital:** Individuals or groups can deeply connect with program staff or volunteers in positions of power who can help them navigate toward needed resources.

Did You Know?

Compared to a control group, youth who enrolled for over a year in the Big Brothers, Big Sisters mentoring network reported improved feelings of self-worth, higher scholastic achievement, better relationships with parents, and other positive outcomes. Those who enrolled less than three months actually reported decreased academic confidence and self-worth.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Facilitating Meaningful Participant Engagement

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or expand this practice to improve individual outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does your program have a straightforward way for participants to form relationships with each other, staff, mentors, or program alumni that could increase progress toward program goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do these relationships tend to be meaningful and long-lasting? How might these initial relationships be strengthened? Would it be beneficial for the people involved to meet more often or in a different context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can relationships be extended either in the formal program or beyond? For example, could the program itself be prolonged in some way so that people are more likely to keep in touch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would it make sense to increase alumni involvement with each other, the program, and its current participants? If so, how might you do that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there uninvolved alumni who would make great mentors, champions, or examples for current participants? What are the barriers to connecting with these alumni, and how might you overcome them?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leveraging Organizational Relationships

Organizations, as well as individuals, have social capital. Organizational social capital can include, for example, a positive reputation in the community or referral networks. Building and accessing organizational social capital can improve your program’s ability to focus on participants’ individual social capital. Instead of seeing organizational social capital as an end goal, you may wish to focus on how it can increase participants’ social capital.

Relationships that Further Participants’ Goals

As your organization develops and strengthens its relationships and partnerships with other community organizations, consider your priorities. What sorts of networks can you build that will help individual participants achieve their goals? For example, if your participants want or need access to employment, consider leveraging your organization’s networks to provide job referrals or connections to employers.

Connections from All Program Stakeholders

Some programs intentionally tap into the large and diverse stakeholder networks of as many agencies as possible, including staff, volunteers, board members, congregations, and others. Each of these individual stakeholders may have access to networks and resources that participants could benefit from accessing.

Organizational Influence and Channels

Programs and organizations may not face the same structural barriers to self-sufficiency as participants. Therefore, organizations can use their names, positions, or relationships to identify resources, open doors, and create connections for the participants they serve.

Formal and Informal Connections

Consider how you can best help program participants tap into your organizational networks. These connections may be formal (such as memoranda of understanding) or more informal (such as ad hoc collaborations developed as needed).

Emerging Practices in Action

The Community Action Project of Tulsa County (CAP Tulsa)26 develops partnerships with other organizations, including employers. Through the CareerAdvance® program, individuals receive job training in health care roles and are then often connected with employers who offer benefits (e.g., health insurance) and are able to provide participants with a career trajectory with increasing wages and other job opportunities over time. CAP Tulsa also has a reputation in the community as having families’ best interests at heart, which helps it to establish trusting relationships with families.

Roca Inc.’s27 program for high-risk youth serves those who have experienced extensive trauma and are the primary victims or drivers of urban violence. Roca helps reduce urban violence more effectively by intentionally identifying the system partners with the strongest influence on young people, relentlessly reaching out to them, building transformational relationships, and engaging in practices such as “peacemaking circles.” Roca collaborates with police departments, probation officers, hospitals, and jails so its staff can help individual youth access, navigate, and connect to these entities as needed. Roca uses peacemaking circles to facilitate meaningful group discussions with young people and system partners about successes, goals, trauma, or conflict. Members take turns speaking uninterrupted, a practice that can create empathetic and trusting relationships, hence really engaging intuitions.

Helpful Tip

Rather than providing a partner organization’s general office number, consider offering the name and number of a specific person there who may be able to help with a particular issue. You may even wish to set up a conference call to introduce your program participant to the new connection.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Tapping into Organizational Social Capital to Increase Participants’ Individual Social Capital

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or tailor this practice to help participants tap into organizational social capital to improve their individual outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unmet Participant Needs</th>
<th>Community Partners That Could Help</th>
<th>Network Status</th>
<th>Action Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What needs do your program participants have that your organization is currently unable to fully meet? Which are the participants’ highest priorities?</td>
<td>What organizations, entities, or individuals in the community might be able to help participants better meet these needs and goals?</td>
<td>Does your organization already have a relationship to this potential partner? • If so, to what extent? Who in your organization has these connections? Can these connections be strengthened? • If not, is it possible to find someone within or outside your organization who can facilitate these connections?</td>
<td>What concrete steps could you take to develop or strengthen this partnership to help participants tap into your organization’s social capital? Consider which partnerships are most important to prioritize in the short, medium, and long terms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Technology
Some programs use social media and other forms of technology to connect participants, build social capital, and work toward program goals. It is important to be thoughtful about why you are using technology and how it fits with organizational culture and participant preferences.

Technology can greatly enhance both communication and transparency, which are vital to healthy, trusting relationships. Consider the following ways your organization might expand its use of technology to help build and leverage open, trusting relationships among its participants.

Familiar Technology
Your participants and staff likely already use technology on a daily basis in their personal lives. Take advantage of this familiarity and expand the use of texting or social media, such as Facebook, WhatsApp, or Twitter, that are already accessible to them.

Technology as an Enhancement
No matter the type of technology your organization uses, in-person interactions have unique value. Consider how technology can enhance rather than replace in-person interactions. For example, you can use social media or texting to follow up after in-person meetings or create online communication options when in-person interactions are not possible.

Roles for Technology
In addition to enhancing participants’ connections to your program and each other, technology can be used to help participants leverage social capital in other ways that lead to program success, such as supporting data collection to improve the program over time or helping current participants connect with potential new participants. The key is to use technology comprehensively and strategically to support program goals.

Emerging Practices in Action
The Mental health Outreach for MotherS (MOMS) Partnership, housed at the Yale School of Medicine, works to improve the mental health and economic outcomes of mothers with depressive symptoms. Through its social media application, mothers can chat with each other and earn tokens for completing social-capital-related activities, such as getting a library card. Tokens can be donated or redeemed for a gift card. The program can also track when mothers are connecting with each other virtually or in person through location data.

The Community Action Project of Tulsa County (CAP Tulsa) provides an English as a Second Language program in which participants often text each other when they need support, such as when they need a ride or are worried about a peer who is late to class. This organic use of technology helps to remove barriers to success.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Identifying and Using Technology in Your Program

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or refine this practice to improve individual outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology or Platforms Already Used by Participants (Including Social Media)</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Program Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>About what percentage of participants already use this technology or platform?</td>
<td>How could your program use this technology or platform to help participants build and use social capital and improve their outcomes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using Data to Inform Decisions

Data are especially helpful to understand social capital connections that support your program outcomes. For example, asking reentry-program participants to list their relationships might reveal some connections likely to hinder, rather than help, a participant’s efforts to avoid returning to the same circle of friends engaged in criminal activities. By measuring relevant activities or characteristics, a program demonstrates to its participants that it values how they build and use social capital and helps them appreciate the roles relationships can play in their lives.29

Some programs are making efforts to use stronger data practices and logic models to design more effective programs and measure social capital’s impact on program results. However, organizational use of social capital data varies greatly, and many programs are in the early stages of conducting evaluations on social capital interventions and determining what data to gather.

External Expertise

Using social capital data effectively may require external resources and expertise to ensure its reliability. However, programs report that the return is usually worth the investment. Data can demonstrate effectiveness to participants, funders, and other stakeholders, and it can help managers improve the design and implementation of social capital activities.

Logic Models

Logic models are an important tool to identify areas for improvement. They are a type of map that outlines step-by-step how programs use resources and activities to achieve short- and long-term outcomes. You can use logic models to illustrate how your program helps participants specifically build and leverage social capital to meet their goals. This tool30 demonstrates how human services programs can use a logic model to map out the role social capital plays in their programs. It provides hypothetical examples and a blank tool you can fill in for your own program.

Emerging Practices in Action

Roca Inc.31 uses an “efforts to outcomes” data software program that tracks the frequency and types of outreach used with youth and their networks. Volunteer researchers perform the statistical analyses. Roca’s data show that the more contact the organization has with a youth, the less likely the youth is to return to a correctional facility. With a relentless, data-driven intervention model and outcomes that are best-in-class, Roca changes the landscape of opportunity for young people.

FII-Detroit32 uses its UpTogether platform, where families answer 10 questions monthly in an online journal, including a question on social capital about whom they helped that month and who helped them. They answer using a drop-down box that includes categories such as assistance with transportation, child care, information sharing, aid to a sick or elderly neighbor, and a loan or donation of money. They are then asked to estimate the market or dollar value of the help. Staff noted that some families report the most difficulty with this valuation data point because sharing resources comes so naturally. FII-Detroit uses these data to highlight how much social capital families exchange over time. FII-Detroit is currently reimagining this platform, using qualitative data from a human-centered design process, and future iterations of the platform will allow groups to access interactive digital tools for sharing social support and practical resources to help each other reach their goals.
Manager’s Worksheet:

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program's characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or expand this practice in your organization to improve individual outcomes. For more information, see this brief, *Measuring Social Capital in Human Services Programs*, and this tool, *How to Include Social Capital in a Human Services Program Logic Model*.33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What data points are your organization currently gathering to understand how social capital is being used in your programs? Are these data points being shared with participants? Are they being used to help participants build better connections?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have a way for individuals to assess or monitor their own levels of social capital, whether bonding, bridging, or linking?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent does your organization currently use these data points or measures, if at all? What else can your organization do with the data to evaluate and improve programming?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does your organization have a logic model that explains how you plan to use social capital to help achieve program goals? Are you collecting the data you need to determine whether you are meeting program goals and to make your case to funders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What other data would help your organization support social capital development? What additional resources or changes in structure would be necessary for your organization to gather this data?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fostering Opportunities for Organic Connections

Overall, the programs we examined emphasized that organic connections are the most meaningful for long-term outcomes. However, programs can take intentional steps to ensure there is a structured, supportive physical and emotional environment to more easily enable those organic connections to initially form and then grow over time.

There are several ways in which programs can try to make it easier for organic connections to form.

**Food and Social Time**

Many programs we reviewed help people develop relationships by creating a welcoming atmosphere. For instance, we heard numerous examples of social capital activities involving food or games when we spoke to programs.

**Physical Space**

Some programs reported using an open space where everyone, from the head of the organization to the newest program participant, was comfortable and open to interaction. Spaces with a lot of open seating, a comfortable temperature, and a welcoming atmosphere may encourage participants to spend time in the space and begin connecting with others there.

**Structured Opportunities**

Some programs use icebreakers, regular reflection times, or other structured activities to facilitate initial relationship-building. For example, a program might host a regular morning greeting exercise in a designated central workspace.

How supportive spaces and opportunities build . . .

**Bonding social capital:** Providing an open space large enough for several people to gather can enable participants to form meaningful relationships with each other, perhaps allowing a few peer-group participants to continue a discussion after a formal group session ends. For example, a welcoming reception area or lounge with ample seating can offer individuals the opportunity to connect.

**Bridging social capital:** Opportunities to connect and the spaces in which to do so are also resources important for relationship-building with individuals who differ from participants. A comfortable space can facilitate meetings between current participants and other groups or individuals, potentially enabling reciprocal relationships to form. A program organizer might say, for example, “Let’s meet at your program this week and mine the next.”

**Linking social capital:** Creating appropriate spaces can reduce barriers in social situations in which one person is perceived as more powerful than another. For example, a potluck dinner for participants, staff, and community partners can break down barriers and provide an opportunity for connections with individuals in positions of power to flourish.

Emerging Practices in Action

**Connections to Success** forms a gratitude circle each morning. Participants in the circle take turns sharing something that each one is grateful for. The subject matter ranges from light-hearted to deeply personal, and sharing in this way provides an opening for participants to make organic connections immediately after the initial activity. Instead of a traditional break room designated for staff and volunteers, the program has a common area available to participants, staff, and volunteers to encourage equitable social interaction.

**CAP Tulsa’s** Early Head Start and Head Start schools are physically designed to encourage group socialization. For example, a school might have a large entryway to allow parents to chat during pick-up and drop-off times, or a school may offer coffee or comfortable seating areas so parents and teachers can mingle on site.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Creating Spaces and Opportunities that Foster Organic Connections

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or refine this practice to improve individual outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent might increased organic connections among participants and with other organizational stakeholders improve program outcomes? How?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the most comfortable spaces or times in your organization for you and your participants to interact or for them to interact with each other?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In these spaces or times, can participants interact with someone from any part of the organization? Are there ways to make them more welcoming or to bring in a broader array of stakeholders?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can you make “connection times” more frequent or accessible, or include more participants?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do existing structured activities facilitate relationship-building? Are there ways to add new structured-engagement opportunities or restructure existing ones to further program goals while creating an opportunity for relationships to begin to form?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent does your program already use food and social time to encourage mingling and relationship-building? Are there ways to increase the opportunities for participants and other stakeholders to spend time together in a relaxed and informal environment to further program goals?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Qualified Individuals or Alumni in Programming and Staffing

Developing trust within programs may also be important to building social capital. Intentionally hiring alumni or individuals with experiences similar to participants can increase the organization’s credibility with current participants and help them establish trusting relationships with staff who have a familiar background. These staff members can serve as concrete models of success and validate the sincerity of the program for those following in their footsteps. As staff, they can also provide honest feedback for program improvement.

There are several factors to consider when selecting alumni or similar individuals to participate in programming and staffing.

**Qualifications**
Not all alumni will be qualified to work in a program. If qualified, however, alumni can add value in multiple ways, including working in the program, participating in social events, volunteering, and contributing their own social capital to the program.

**Balance**
Although alumni and other similarly experienced staffers offer a wealth of positive qualities, directors and managers may want to balance these qualities with those of other staff who have different experiences and expertise needed by the organization.

**Training and Assessment**
Alumni or other individuals with backgrounds similar to participants can gain relevant experience by starting as volunteers or interns. They can train and acquire valuable skills while the organization and individual mutually determine whether they would be a good fit.

**Emerging Practices in Action**
RecycleForce is an employment social enterprise in Indianapolis, Indiana, helping formerly incarcerated individuals “rebuild their lives” by providing “comprehensive social services and gainful employment” at a recycling factory. RecycleForce promotes particularly qualified participants to serve as supervisors. These staff mentor other program participants, and offer additional insight into and support for program implementation, while simultaneously building up their own resumes.

Hudson Link for Higher Education in Prison in New York State provides college education, life skills, and reentry support to incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals. Roughly three-quarters of the staff and managers are program graduates or were formerly incarcerated. The executive director credits much of his success in growing the program to the fact that he and other staff are alumni and that correctional personnel and other community leaders have witnessed the benefits of their transformation.

How including staff with similar experiences builds . . .

**Bonding social capital:** Alumni or staff with past experiences similar to current program participants can understand what participants are going through. It may be easier for participants to share information and build trust. Stigma or fear about asking for help or creating new connections may be reduced if participants feel they are in a safe space and have leaders or facilitators with similar backgrounds.

**Bridging social capital:** Alumni or staff may be able to use shared experiences to more easily connect participants to new networks of people with different backgrounds, such as those alumni or staff formed during their upward economic mobility and success in achieving their goals during or after the program or experience.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Including Qualified Individuals or Alumni in Programming and Staffing

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or expand this practice to improve individual outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How can your alumni provide honest input for program improvement?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what extent might hiring qualified alumni or individuals with similar experiences further program outcomes? How so?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would program participants say that they feel their experiences are reflected in staff members’ backgrounds? If not, how can you recruit and hire volunteers and staff with whom participants can relate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can you equip program alumni with the skills and qualifications needed to serve as staff members?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What additional support might alumni staff members need?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which, if any, specific alumni or staff members do participants name as being role models?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the characteristics that make someone a role model? How can you encourage participants to build relationships with role models in the program?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Emphasis on Accountability

Accountability is a key aspect of social capital relationships. Social capital grows when people hold each other “to their word.” In some programs, interpersonal accountability may consist of agreements or commitments in which participants, peers, staff, and volunteers explicitly state what they expect of each other and establish mechanisms to check in on or verify fulfillment of promises. Such agreements can add transparency, consistency, predictability, and longevity to relationships. They are not rules or mandates in themselves, but they clarify and support program relationships and the expectations of all involved in them.

While accountability is important, structuring it can be difficult. Some programs initiate accountability agreements for the entire group. In others, two peers might make informal agreements to hold each other accountable, or a participant and a community member may do so.

Be Aware of Participants’ Past Experiences

It is important to recognize that participants may be vulnerable due to a history of broken commitments from institutions or individuals close to them, so meeting expectations on the program side is especially important to building trust.

Build in Flexibility

The type of relationship that would most benefit a participant may vary from person to person. Building flexibility into agreements allows relationships to best meet the needs of individual participants upon program entry and over time. This can help to ensure that agreements are an asset rather than a burden. One way to think about this is to develop an agreement that provides guidelines for the relationship. This accountability structure is not intended to mandate what interactions look like, just to clarify expectations.

Emerging Practices in Action

Circles of Support and Accountability pairs volunteers with formerly incarcerated individuals (known as core members) to help them adjust to life after release from prison. These volunteers establish relationships with core members that are based on mutuality, equality, and an agreement (or “covenant”) to work toward creating lasting and responsible friendships, free of risk for further harmful conduct.

Open Table is a national nonprofit organization that trains members of faith communities, businesses, health care systems, and other entities to invest in social capital building with members of their communities with complex needs. In the Open Table model, volunteers make a year-long commitment to a reciprocal relationship with an individual or family to help that individual or family improve health and economic outcomes. These volunteers provide encouragement, assistance with life skills, and connections to social capital in the community. Program volunteers and participants create a mutually acceptable “after plan,” which formalizes a commitment to sustain the relationships and social capital networks created.
Manager’s Worksheet:
Emphasizing Accountability

Although the preceding page includes information on how programs have addressed social capital, there are no “right” answers as to what approaches to use or how to implement them. You and your partners can use this worksheet, combined with knowledge of your program’s characteristics, to explore whether or how to adopt or expand this practice to improve individual outcomes.

To what extent might an emphasis on accountability among participants and other stakeholders help strengthen progress toward program outcomes?

If you think an accountability agreement is right for your program, consider what you would want it to include. Often programs write agreement templates with spaces to enter any relevant names, dates, and signatures. Items to consider incorporating may include relationship goals, minimum program commitments and responsibilities, norms for interaction, a timeline with end or renewal dates, and confidentiality expectations and limitations. For example, a mentoring program may consider including something like the following as part of its template:

This is an agreement between _______[name]_______ and _______[name]_______. Our goal as a mentoring pair is to support _______[name]_______ in achieving their career, education, and well-being goals. We agree to form a two-way relationship, where each participant is valued and is able to contribute to the relationship. We will prioritize building trust and maintaining an open, honest relationship. We agree to meet _______[frequency]____ for at least _______[time period]____, after which time we will mutually consider whether to extend our commitment. If we opt to communicate outside of regular in-person meetings, we prefer to communicate via _______[text/email/phone call]____. We commit to holding any information shared between us as confidential and private, except in cases where the safety of an individual is at risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement Topic</th>
<th>Relevant Text to Include in Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal(s) of relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and responsibilities for each person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitments by each person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other topics as needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other topics as needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Ibid.


